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Butalu


very high immediate adhesiveness



very high tear resistance



adheres to most materials

GENERAL INFO
BUTALU is a sealing tape which consists of a modified butyl rubber body, a complex aluminium support reinforced
with synthetic material, and a silicon protective film.
Due to the unique composition of the butyl rubber mass, a very high initial adhesion is obtained. The extreme
flexible rubber mass adapts itself to each form and fils smoothly irregularities in the surface.
The aluminium support is reinforced with synthetic material and is therefore tear resistant, unalterable and
extremely weatherproof.
BUTALU allows sealing of leaks or finishing off of joints in a quick and very effective way.

TECHNICAL INFO
Thickness				
Aluminium support			
Adhesive mass				
Specific weight				
Peeling force on fireproof cement
Temperature resistance			
Application temperature			
Chemical resistance			
					
					
Shelf life				

: +/- 0.7 mm
: complex aluminium film reinforced with synthetic material
: modified butyl rubber cold adhesive
: 1100 g/m²
: at 90°C and 200 mm/min >= 10 N/cm
: -30°C to +100°C
: +5°C to +40°C
: water : excellent
: weather conditions : excellent
: hydrocarbons : not resistant
: cool and dry - minimum 1 year

Safety measures			

: please consult the MSDS (material safety data sheet)

PACKAGING
Roll 10 m x 50 mm		
Roll 10 m x 100 mm		
Roll 10 m x 150 mm		
Abbreviation			
603059000-PI-Butalu-EN-061002-P1/2

Art.nr. 603059000
Art.nr. 603259000
Art.nr. 603159000
BLU

APPLICATIONS
- sealing roof joints at:
		
- gutter - zinc - lead
- domes
		
- chimneys
		
- feed-through pipes
		
- grates
		
- lead flashings
- sealing pipe connections in ventilation, airco, heating systems
- sealing glass or polycarbonate in veranda and greenhouse construction
- thermal insulation and corrosion protection in pipelines
- sealing and bonding of hinged or moving connections
- sealing leaks in waste pipes

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
- Surfaces have to be dry and free from grease and dust.
- Porous surfaces have to be stabilized with an appropriate primer.
- Cut off BUTALU at the desired length.
- Remove the protective film gradually.
- Press BUTALU strongly, preferably with a press-on roll. Remove air inclusion.
- When joining BUTALU together, always overlap for at least 5 cm.
- When applying between 0°C and 5°C, always check if the surfaces are free from ice and condensation.
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All information, including illustrations, is believed to be reliable. Users, however, should independently evaluate the suitability of each product for their application. Novatio makes no warranties as to
the accuracy of completeness of the information, and disclaims any liability regarding its use. Novatio’s only obligations are those in the Standard terms and conditions of Sale for this product, and in no
case will Novatio be liable for any incidental, indirect or consequential damages arising from the sale, resale, use or misuse of the product.

